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Introduction

• In Long Form Question Answering (LFQA), each response comprises 
multiple pieces of information (atomic facts) that collectively 
contribute to the overall correctness of the answer.

• Recent work has aimed to improve LLM generations by filtering out 
hallucinations, thereby improving the precision of the information in 
the response (Dhuliawalia et al. 2023; Min et al. 2023; Manukul et al., 2023).

• Higher response quality has also been achieved by stochastically 
sampling multiple model responses and then using consistency/other 
criteria to select one as the final answer (Chen et al., 2023; Ren et al., 2023). 



Related Work: Universal Self Consistency (USC)
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Limitations of Prior Work

• Focused on Precision of Atomic Facts.

• Selects one single sample (among multiple samples) as the final 
answer. Misses out on recall of other samples. Also allows for 
atomic hallucinations within the sample selected. 



Atomic Self Consistency (ASC)

• Merges authentic subparts of 
multiple samples to generate a 
superior composite response.
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ASC Qualitative Analysis
• Question: When did the voortrekkers arrive in south africa?

• ASC Answer: ”..1835 onwards, with the main wave of migration taking place between 1836 
and 1840. Led by pioneers such as Louis Trichardt, Piet Retief, and Andries Pretorius, they 
established several new independent republics, including the Orange Free State and the 
South African Republic (Transvaal)..… some groups arriving as early as 1834. … KwaZulu-
Natal in 1837, establishing the Republic of Natalia. The Great Trek, …, began in earnest in 
1836. ….”

• USC Answer: "The Voortrekkers, a group of Dutch-speaking settlers also known as Boers, 
arrived in South Africa in the 1830s. They embarked on a Great Trek, moving inland ….”

• Qualitative Analysis:  ASC answer comprises a much detailed response with multiple years 
which can address most disambiguations of the question. USC gives a generalized response 
saying it was in the 1830s.



Experiments
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Ablations (Random Selection)
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Ablations (Varying Θ in ASC)



Analysis (Fewer Generations?)
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